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and semiconductor industries. Film consumers are also major producers 

of pollutants, from auto emissions en route to the theater and chemical 

runoff  when parked there to the energy powering home-entertainment 

devices.

 What would happen to the discourse on fi lm if, rather than yet more 

textual analysis or promotional dross, it confronted the fact that, for ex-

ample, millions of cartridges of Atari’s failed electronic game adaptation 

of E.T.: Th e Extra-terrestrial (dir. Steven Spielberg, 1981) were buried in a 

New Mexico landfi ll, broken up by a heavy roller, and covered in concrete 

to consign them to history? What would it mean if those involved in cin-

ema studies and journalism were required—as an ordinary part of their 

work—to evaluate motion picture production ecologically? What would 

they make, for example, of Th e Beach (dir. Danny Boyle, 2000), in which 

(textually) a modern-day Eden suddenly turns nasty for jaded tourists?

 Th ai environmental and pro-democracy activists publicized the arro-

gant despoliation they experienced when Fox was making Th e Beach in 

Maya Bay, part of Phi Phi Islands National Park. Natural scenery was bull-

dozed because it did not fi t the company’s fantasy of a tropical idyll: sand 

dunes were relocated, fl ora rearranged, and a “new” strip of coconut palms 

planted. Th e producers paid off  the government with a donation to the 

Royal Forestry Department and campaigned with the Tourism Authority 

of Th ailand to twin the fi lm as a promotion for the country. Meanwhile, 

the next monsoon saw the damaged sand dunes of the region collapse, its 

natural defenses against erosion destroyed by Hollywood bulldozers. All 

the while, director Boyle claimed the fi lm was “raising environmental con-

sciousness” among a local population that was allegedly “behind” U.S. lev-

els of “awareness.” And those levels would be? Hadn’t Boyle learned from 

Fox’s earlier confrontation with the people of Popotla, in Baja California, 

whose village was cut off  from the sea and local fi sheries by a walled “movie 

maquiladora” built to keep them away from the production of Titanic (dir. 

James Cameron 1997)? After Fox’s chlorination of surrounding seawater 

“destroyed a crop of sea urchins that Popotla had fi shed for decades” and 

reduced overall fi sh levels by one-third, the Popotlanos demonstrated their 

“environmental consciousness” by decorating the wall with rubbish to ridi-

cule the fi lmmakers and call for mariscos libre (freedom for shellfi sh).

 Th e wider background to this ecologically destructive fi lmmaking was 

the message of economic structural adjustment peddled by the World Bank, 

the International Monetary Fund, the World Trade Organization, and the 

sovereign states that dominate them. Th is neoliberal clerisy had encour-

aged a turn away from subsistence agriculture and toward tradable goods, 

beyond manufacturing capacity and in the direction of service exchange. 
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In much of Southeast Asia, structural adjustment pushed people to litto-

ral regions in search of work, and fi sh-farming corporations created a new 

aquaculture, displacing the natural environment of mangroves and coral 

reefs that protect people and land. And the requirement for the third world 

to constitute itself as a diverting heritage site and decadent playground for 

the West has seen Th ailand, Indonesia, and Malaysia undertake massive 

construction projects of resorts located at the point where high tides lap, 

attracting more and more workers and decimating more and more natural 

protection (areas that had not been directed to remove natural barriers suf-

fered dramatically fewer casualties in the 2004 tsunami).

 Such questions barely appear on cinema studies’ agenda, even when the 

discipline examines the fi lm industry via political economy and policy ap-

proaches. Nor are they part of popular fi lm criticism or publicly available 

fan discourse. In this chapter, we seek to address these largely neglected 

matters, arguing that an environmental perspective is crucial to under-

standing fi lm commerce, culture, and politics throughout history. We be-

gin by establishing our theoretical coordinates, focusing on Ulrich Beck’s 

concept of “risk society” (Risikogesellschaft) and the science studies work of 

Bruno Latour. Th en Hollywood comes into view.

Risk (and the United States)

According to Beck, democratic industrialized societies are characterized 

by “institutions of monitoring and protection” that aim to bring order to 

a chaotic world. A risk society “organises what cannot be organised” by 

creating institutions to protect people from “social, political, economic and 

individual risks.” If early modernity was about producing and distributing 

goods in a struggle for the most eff ective and effi  cient forms of industrial-

ization, with devil-take-the-hindmost and no thought for the environment, 

risk society is about enumerating and managing those dangers via proba-

bilistic, or scenario, thinking that imagines a range of possible outcomes. 

Rather than being occasional, risk is now part of what it means to be mod-

ern. Th is second modernity is characterized by ever-more sophisticated 

mechanisms for measuring risk, even as the range and impact of risks grow 

less controllable with the proliferation of technologies and markets that 

“improve” life while adding unforeseen harm. We can see instances of this 

in capitalism’s imposition of time discipline over working-class life, which 

improved the productivity of industrial labor but posed new potential and 

actual risks to workers’ minds, bodies, and communities. Th e increasing 

velocity of production, with an unprecedented variety and volume of com-

modities, fostered a new fetishism and engendered the modern  detachment 
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from the natural environment. Risks posed by an unruly nature and prole-

tariat were disciplined in the service of growth and progress.

 Risk society also resides in the public-safety surveillance operations 

that regulate modern life: electronic monitoring of traffi  c at intersections 

for safer crossing of pedestrians and vehicles in densely populated cities; 

air-traffi  c control; credentialing trained drivers, pilots, or food and drug 

makers; centralized monitoring of private economic activity, such as bank-

ing, tax payments; and so on. It embodies and propels the desires of capital 

and state to make sense of and respond to problems, whether of their own 

making or not. As governmental and commercial knowledge aggregates 

statistics to defi ne, measure, and model populations in the interest of social 

control and productivity in advanced industrial/postindustrial societies, it 

also induces massively increased feelings of risk in people. Risk societies 

admit and even promote the irrationality of the economy—as a means, par-

adoxically, of governing populations—by naturalizing despoliation, global 

labor competition, cyclical recession, declining life-long employment, mas-

sive international migration, overreaching communications technologies, 

and the rolling back of welfare-state protections.

 We have seen this combined with a “cultural logic of computation” that 

makes inequality and income redistribution toward the wealthy axiomatic. 

Denizens of postindustrial societies are factoring costs and benefi ts into 

everyday life as never before, while their sense of being able to determine 

the future through choice is diminished. Ironically, the future orientation 

of the risk society lacks the revolutionary sensibility of forward-thinking 

politics. Risk thinking has weakened ideological commitments to Marxism, 

feminism, and anti-imperialism. Unlike the notion of a broad Left that once 

infused such struggles, political and social issues are delinked from a cen-

tral organizing critique, such that a position adopted on ecologically sound 

consumption says nothing about a position on popular democracy. Th e 

taming of chance worsens the odds for radical change.

 Th e United States is the risk society, with 50 percent of the population 

participating in stock market investments. Risk is brought into the home 

as an everyday ritual, an almost blind faith (sometimes disappointed) in 

mutual funds patrolling retirement income. Th e insurance costs alone of 

September 11, 2001 have been calculated at $21 billion. In 2005, U.S. resi-

dents spent $1.1 trillion on insurance—more than they paid for food, and 

more than one-third of the world’s total insurance expenditure. Th e indus-

try’s global revenues exceed the gross domestic product of all countries bar 

the top three. At one level, this represents a careful calculation of risk, its 

incorporation into lifelong and posthumous planning—prudence as a way 

of life. At another, it is a wager on hopelessness and fear. As dangers mount, 
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safeguards diminish, and statisticians become the new mavens of risk man-

agement within corporate and government sectors. So whether we are 

discussing nuclear power plants or genetically modifi ed foods, the captains 

of the respective industries argue that they pose no risks, but insurance 

companies decline to write policies on them for citizens—because they are 

risky. Much of this relates to the deregulatory intellectual and policy fash-

ions of the last three decades, which have aided the historic redistribution 

of income upward by opposing the universalization of Medicare, reducing 

labor protection, and ideologizing against collective action other than in 

the private sphere—at the same time as people confront spiraling health 

costs and multiplying economic changes.

 So where do motion pictures take their place in risk society?

Risk and Hollywood

Historically, risk in Hollywood has meant fi nancial risk. From the fi rst time 

a script was used, movie making entered into the risk-reduction business. 

Financiers could get a foretaste of what they were paying for; shots could 

be ordered, schedules made, and shooting days organized; budgets could 

be tamed by the elements on the page—the number of actors, elephants, 

street scenes, bathing beauties, makeup people, electricians, camera op-

erators, and sets all entered into a ledger. Risk diminished with the estab-

lishment of movie theaters, which made fi lm viewing less haphazard, fi lm 

demand more predictable, and fi lm distribution less chaotic. Financial 

risk could also be reduced by establishing market dominance. Examples 

include Edison Company and Biograph using patent protections to fi ght 

foreign fi lm’s dominance of U.S. screens in the early 1900s, until antitrust 

laws caught up with them; studios simultaneously owning movie theaters 

to guarantee with near certainty audiences, until regulators said this was il-

legal in the 1940s; Hollywood’s distribution cartels reducing the risk of for-

eign competitors’ success, to retain some certainty in overseas dominance; 

and fi lm-stock monopolies creating better odds of controlling demand but 

also of defi ning what passed as proper skin tone.

 Th e surveillance of fi lm audiences may be the most infl uential, if re-

viled, method of risk reduction in the motion picture industry, growing 

in status from the earliest days when exhibitors began to ask for feedback 

to the current wizardry associated with a billion-dollar market research 

business. “Demand uncertainty” remains the driving force behind the on-

going investment in market research. Until now, such uncertainty, along-

side perpetual risk of fi nancial failure, has defi ned Hollywood’s place in risk 

society. Th e humanities’ latest fetish, “creative industries,” institutionalizes 
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this kind of service to business, in keeping with its dedication to neoliberal 

discourse. One of us well remembers being invited to a conference on 

fi lm economics at a large university in the Midwest where the papers were 

all about risk and how to reduce it in terms of producers’ fi nancial invest-

ments. To speak of the public good, or workers’ interests, or anything else, 

was to be outside the discourse, outside the conference, and in the wilds of 

St. Louis. It was to be beyond risk and fi lm.

 However, in recent years a new specter of risk has provoked a subtle but 

signifi cant shift in Hollywood’s business strategy. As we’ll show, Hollywood 

is profoundly complicit in the world’s ecological crisis. To counter that risk, 

we must see it as an environmental participant, not merely a signifying 

agent of information and pleasure. Movies are not just things to be read; 

they are not just coeffi  cients of political and economic power; and they are 

not just industrial objects. Rather, they are all these things—hybrid mon-

sters, coevally subject to rhetoric, status, and technology, to text, power, 

and science: all at once, but in contingent ways.

 Since the 1960s, environmental risks have slowly become central public 

and academic concerns, with the rise of environmental science and public 

policies protecting air, water, and soil. Th e United States has seen a dou-

bling in membership of environmental groups between 1980 and 2000, 

with numbers rivaling membership in political parties.

 Meanwhile, calls for interdisciplinary eff orts to confront the eco-crisis 

have grown within the academy as more and more disciplines have ac-

knowledged their failure to undertake relevant work. In this essay we latch 

onto the momentum of environmentalism to off er a new, greener direction 

for cinema studies by identifying some key environmental risks associated 

with fi lmmaking and consumption. We acknowledge the diffi  culty of ex-

panding cinema studies to encompass environmental issues, in particular 

as these emerge from an analysis of political/economic arrangements that 

have until recently stifl ed eff orts to build green strategies into Hollywood 

production.

 Moreover, it is hard to break away from the dominant discourse of cin-

ema studies, which theorizes the history of fi lm through a predictable set 

of idealist moves: a drive toward artistic realism; the desire for pleasurable 

spectacle; a passion for profi ts; the genius of systems; and the talent of in-

ventors. For example, André Bazin, the twentieth century’s most infl uential 

fi lm theorist and journalist-critic, tells us that fi lm derived from the imagi-

nation, which attained its physical realization in subsequent technologi-

cal developments. Cinema was “an idealistic phenomenon,” with economic 

and social relations following the lead of a desire for realism. Artists’ and 

audiences’ desires drove technological innovation.
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 We want to complicate this story by digging a little deeper into eco-

nomic and political connections between motion picture technologies, the 

environment, and fi lm form. For example, the development of fi lm stock 

privileged certain skin tones over others (that would be white over black) 

via the selection of specifi c chemical dye couplers, such that a particular 

kind of whiteness was reproduced much more easily with most industrial 

and domestic fi lmmaking technology than darker-toned skin. All this was 

the outcome of aesthetic, chemical, commercial, and racist choices—not a 

merry march to realism. And why did 3-D fi lm emerge and then collapse? 

Not because people liked the concept but not the reality. Its appearance 

and demise were about Polaroid challenging Eastman’s hegemony over fi lm 

stock and being defeated because exhibitors were unwilling to incur the 

costs of refi tting theaters. Similarly, the technical capacity to bring sound 

to moving pictures existed long before it occurred. War and its associated 

technologies and bureaucracies stimulated research into the possibilities, 

but then the power of the telephone corporations after World War I saw 

sound technologies focused on interpersonal speech rather than visual 

recordings. Yet Bazin’s idealist rhetoric remains at the center of cinema 

studies. Th ere has been little room for what you are about to read, as we 

illustrate how fi lm’s history is closely linked to a widespread pattern of the 

culture industries as magisterial polluters.

 Th e type and volume of chemical waste emitted into the air and water-

ways by large-scale raw fi lm production can be traced to the chemical pro-

cess for extracting cellulose from cotton and wood pulp that was invented 

in the 1800s. Guncotton, or cellulose nitrate, was the fi rst synthetic com-

mercial plastic and the fi rst celluloid base, upon which an emulsion of light-

sensitive silver crystals was applied to make fi lm for photography and mo-

tion pictures. Cellulose nitrate was originally marketed as imitation ivory 

for making billiard balls, combs, and sundry personal items. But raw fi lm 

manufacturing became the defi ning application for cellulose nitrate. Th e 

equally raw early twentieth-century fi lm industry developed techniques 

for mass production, fi nanced the techno-scientifi c research to improve its 

quality, and set standards for the development of plastics.

 Cellulose nitrate was closely linked to explosives through  nitrogen-based 

chemistry, and fi lm stock was famously combustible. Many  precautions 

were put in place from the earliest days of its production, transportation, 

and exhibition, including the fi reproof enclosure of projection rooms and 

projectionists trained in handling fl ammable materials. Th is fi lm base 

would eventually be replaced by triacetate and polyester. A substitute 

of cellulose acetate, a less fl ammable product known as safety fi lm, was 

available in the 1920s and prescribed for screenings in “homes, schools, 
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churches, factories, lecture and assembly halls” and lightweight 16 mm 

fi lmmaking.

 Th e chemical-mechanical process for manufacturing cellulose nitrate 

fi lm required large volumes of clean water and a variety of chemicals, in-

cluding alcohol, sodium hydroxide (lye or caustic soda), camphor, and nitric 

and sulfuric acids. By 1926, Eastman Kodak’s raw fi lm plant at Kodak Park 

in Rochester, New York, was churning out two hundred thousand miles 

of fi lm annually, sucking more than 12 million gallons of water daily from 

Lake Ontario and spewing the used water, along with chemical effl  uents, 

into the Genesee River. At the end of the century, when it supplied 80 per-

cent of the world’s fi lm stock, Kodak Park was using 35 to 53 million gal-

lons of fresh water a day. By then, Eastman Kodak had become the primary 

source of pathogens (mainly dioxin, a carcinogen) released into New York 

State’s environment. Rochester had been “ranked number one in the US 

for overall releases of carcinogenic chemicals” for the preceding thirteen 

years—this despite the fact that most of the wastewater was collected in 

a treatment plant built in the 1970s to comply with the Clean Water Act.

 Th e main ingredients of cellulose nitrate fi lm manufactured after 1890 

were cotton and silver. Cotton supplies were abundant in the United States, 

rising very rapidly in the early decades of the twentieth century. Eastman 

Kodak consumed 5 million pounds of cotton annually in 1926, and almost 

twice that amount in 1936. While most commercial manufacturers of 

cellulose nitrate used cotton-mill waste, it is not clear whether Eastman 

Kodak used mill waste or a mix of available supplies. To remove impuri-

ties, the cotton was bleached with sodium hydroxide (the same stuff  used 

in wood-pulp bleaching). Th e treated cotton was then submitted to the ni-

trating process. It was immersed in nitric and sulfuric acids as it rotated in 

large perforated vats that allowed the acids to be drawn off . After this acid 

wash, the nitrated cotton was put into large centrifugal washers that rinsed 

the remaining acids with large quantities of water, a process repeated over 

weeks. Once the water was spun off , the cotton was fed into mixers that 

added a solvent of camphor and alcohol to produce a paste with the viscos-

ity of honey. Th e camphor was used as a softener or plasticizer that kept 

the fi lm from becoming brittle. With the substitute of acetic acid and other 

chemicals, cellulose acetate fi lm was made in a similar way.

 Th e silver arrived at Kodak Park in forty-two-pound bars of bullion, 

and the company was already processing three tons of silver a week at the 

turn of the twentieth century, and fi ve tons by 1936. Th e silver bars were 

dissolved in nitric acid to obtain pure crystals of silver nitrate, which were 

mixed into an emulsion with potassium iodide, potassium bromide, and 

gelatin (the latter made from cattle bones and hides). Th e emulsion was 
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then applied to the fi lm base. By 1926, Eastman Kodak had become the 

second-largest consumer of pure silver bullion, after the U.S. government 

mint, and remained one of the largest purchasers of silver in the world even 

after 2000, when it began to focus on digital photography.

 Working conditions in Kodak Park exposed employees to acids and 

acid vapors as well as other irritants. Th e waste from this process also sent 

bleaches, traces of silver, and acids into the Genesee. Silver is not consid-

ered dangerous to humans, although high levels of it are toxic to fi sh and 

other aquatic life, but workers at the Eastman Kodak plant were exposed 

to abnormal levels of silver dust or fumes, which can irritate the upper 

respiratory tract and eyes. Workers exposed to cotton dust also risked 

daily irritation of their respiratory systems, and if exposed constantly to 

high levels, they may have contracted byssinosis, or “brown lung,” which 

could reduce lung capacity. Byssinosis was recognized as an occupational 

hazard in Britain by the 1940s, but not in the United States until the 1970s, 

largely because cotton-mill owners had moved operations to nonunionized 

southern states, where worker protections were weak. Workplace hazards 

and toxic by-product waste were common at Eastman’s chemical plant in 

Tennessee, set up after World War I to produce solvents, cellulose acetate, 

and plastics.

 Th e competition eff ect of capitalism—the tendency toward mono poli-

zation—propelled environmental exploitation and despoliation in the raw 

fi lm business as much if not more than rising commercial demand for fi lm 

stock. For example, George Eastman was very keen to maintain his monop-

oly in raw fi lm supply. He worried that German and French competitors 

might capture part of the market with improved fi lm stock, in particular 

nonfl ammable cellulose acetate fi lm, which French Pathé and the German 

fi rms AGFA, Bayer, and BASF were developing between 1904 and 1909. So 

Eastman infringed patent rights to acetate fi lm held by his European rivals. 

Rather than settle for a cartel arrangement off ered by the German compa-

nies, he leveraged his contracts and credit deals with European customers 

to obstruct sales of German fi lm stock, especially from AGFA, which he 

saw as his main competitor (AFGA expanded during World War I, and 

survived to reestablish its business with European customers).

 Eastman experienced less competition for his control over the supply 

of silver, which was solidly in the hands of U.S. and British interests. In 

the interwar years, Mexico, the United States, Canada, and Peru were the 

largest producers of silver ore, and the United States controlled 73 percent 

of refi nery production (including ownership of Mexican refi neries by the 

Guggenheim Exploration Company). China and India were large consum-

ers. China was on the silver standard, which made it vulnerable to U.S. 
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silver interests. Th e latter eventually won a favorable purchasing and sub-

sidy agreement from the Roosevelt government in 1933, forcing China into 

political crisis.

 Camphor was another story. By 1932, 80 percent of its world supply 

went into fi lm and celluloid products. At that time, virtually all camphor 

came from Formosa (Taiwan), which Japan colonized between 1895 and 

1945. Japan set up a government monopoly for the camphor industry, fi x-

ing prices to maintain its dominance of the market against growing compe-

tition from synthetic camphor producers. Natural camphor would eventu-

ally be replaced by synthetic camphor, derived from turpentine in a process 

developed in Germany. By the end of the twentieth century, Taiwan had 

become home to Formosa Plastics, the world’s largest producer of the plas-

tic polyvinyl chloride.

 By the start of twenty-fi rst century, Kodak, the largest supplier of fi lm 

stock in the world, was dumping “methylene chloride concentrations as 

high as 3,600,000 parts per billion” into New York groundwater. Th at was 

720,000 times the permissible levels of this pulmonary and skin irritant 

that humans metabolize into carbon monoxide. Th e company halved this 

by 2003 as a result of pressure from regulators and its own desire to reduce 

celluloid fi lm production and expand its digital media business. Th ree years 

later, the ties of fi lm and print came full circle when Kodak announced a 

process for high-speed digital printing that could be customized by pub-

lishers. Th is new process includes one of the fi rst commercial applications 

of nanotechnology in the media sector. Business Week called it “as impor-

tant an evolution in printmaking as movable type.”

 Today’s silver halide fi lm stock is under threat by the imminent move 

to digital printing/fi lmmaking (“imaging” in marketing lingo). Film will 

be around as long as millionaire aesthetes and movie moguls insist on its 

superiority, but digital production is fast becoming the new standard. It 

brings with it a new ecological context for fi lmmaking and fi lm studies. 

Th e question is whether the ecological conditions of the digital transition 

provide a way for motion pictures to become less ecologically destructive.

 We have heard the prophecies of digitalism before. Since the early 

1970s, the information-based technologies of the “new” economy have 

been pitched as clean businesses, promising endless gains in productivity, 

competitive markets, and a brand-new green day for workers, consumers, 

and residents, where the by-products are code, not smoke. Is the digital 

transition to green fi lm production just another one of these empty corpo-

rate promises?

 We are already seeing a range of unforeseen environmental risks fl ow-

ing from some very basic technical problems associated with digital media 
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production, distribution, and storage. Th e root of the problem resides in the 

computer/electronics industry’s familiar business strategy of planned ob-

solescence, which designs a short lifespan into computer systems (drives, 

interfaces, operating systems, and so on) along with questionable integrity 

of the physical media (for example, glitches in recording systems). Th is has 

fostered high levels of electronic garbage and energy use, with related waste, 

pollution, and dangerous working conditions. Making semiconductors re-

quires hazardous chemicals, including some known carcinogens. Th e accu-

mulation of electronic hardware throughout the world has caused grave en-

vironmental and health concerns that stem from the chemical and material 

composition of these commodities and their potential seepage into landfi lls, 

water sources, and the bodies of workers. Electronic waste (e-waste) is the 

fastest-growing part of municipal cleanups around the fi rst world. E-waste 

salvage yards have generated serious concerns regarding worker health and 

safety wherever plastics and wires are burned and circuit boards leached 

with acid or grilled, then dumped in streams, to minimize the volume of 

waste and retrieve valuable items. Th ere are serious implications for local 

and downstream land and water as well as for residents. Much of the recy-

cling work is done in the third world by preteen Chinese, African, and Indian 

girls, picking away without protection of any kind at discarded fi rst world 

televisions and computers in order to fi nd precious metals, then dump the 

remains in landfi lls. Th e metals are sold to recyclers, who do not use landfi lls 

or labor in the fi rst world because of environmental and industrial legisla-

tion against the destruction to soil, water, and workers that is caused by the 

dozens of poisonous chemicals and gases in these dangerous machines.

Responses

Th ere are signs of hope. Back in 2004, the Political Economy Research In-

stitute listed media owners at numbers 1, 3, 16, 22, and 39 on their Misfor-

tune 100: Top Corporate Air Polluters in the United States. Th ese fi rms 

are clearly feeling the pressure. Today, nearly every major fi lm company has 

some program of corporate responsibility aimed at saving money and the 

planet simultaneously.

 Fox, the studio that made Th e Beach, is vigorously reexamining its di-

sastrous environmental record, thanks to an unlikely source of progressive 

thought—Rupert Murdoch. In 2007, he convened a meeting of all News 

Corporation employees across the world. Th e sole agenda item was his goal 

of making the company carbon-neutral by 2010, despite its annual usage of 

almost 650,000 tons of such fuels. Murdoch told his employees that “[i]f we 

are to connect with our audiences on this issue, we must fi rst get our own 
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house in order,” and “[c]limate change poses clear, catastrophic threats.” 

Even Fox’s far-right-wing vigilante television show 24 got involved. It be-

came the fi rst carbon-neutral U.S. TV drama in 2009, with off sets calcu-

lated against the impact of car chases, air travel, and use of coal-generated 

electricity, and use of wind and solar power from India where feasible.

 For its part, Time Warner’s 2008 Corporate Social Responsibility Report 

proclaimed “Energy Effi  ciency at the Studio Lot since 2002,” announcing 

that it had saved “over 8 million kilowatt-hours of energy and approximately 

$1 million annually” via effi  cient lighting, heating, and air-conditioning; oc-

cupancy sensors and timers; and so on. Th e corporation even undertook 

a carbon-footprint analysis in 2007 to determine the greenhouse-gas im-

pacts of DVD manufacture and distribution.

 Other major studios have initiated programs that include installing low-

energy light-emitting diodes to illuminate buildings, studios, and outdoor 

signage; reducing paper use; composting organic waste; retrofi tting build-

ings with computer-controlled air and heating systems and environmen-

tally friendly materials; paying for reforestation out of production budgets 

to mitigate a fi lm’s overall pollution; teleconferencing; recycling wood, pa-

per, recording media, metals, fi lm stock, electronics, and printer and toner 

cartridges; managing chemical use and disposal; reducing or eliminating 

hazardous materials; eliminating and recycling wastewater; installing solar 

and other renewable energy sources; and networking with green suppliers 

and organizations like the Greencode Project (funded by the National Film 

Board of Canada) and the Producers Guild of America’s greenproduction-

guide.com, a database of environmentally friendly products and services 

from vendors across the United States.

 Various governmental and professional trades initiatives support such 

activities. For instance, the UK Film Council created an “Environmental 

Strategy” to help “trade bodies and individual companies” reduce the en-

vironmental impact of the U.K. fi lm industry, where so many nominally 

Hollywood products are made. It remains to be seen whether such policy 

innovations will continue, given the British government’s decision to shut-

ter the council, announced in mid-2010. And the Science and Technology 

Council of the U.S. Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences is press-

ing for industrywide models to deal with aspects of the digital transition 

that could alter Hollywood’s relation to the environment in positive ways. 

Th ough their recommendations do not explicitly mention the environ-

ment, they are indirectly linked to environmental risks posed by Holly-

wood. Th ey reject the current “store and ignore” and “save everything” 

attitudes of producers and studio managers and plan to reduce wasteful 
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practices through better-organized responses to technical obsolescence 

(for instance, standardization and nonproprietary technical collaborations 

using open-source systems that would help extend the utility of digital 

platforms).

 So there is some good news at the frontier of moviemaking, as risks to 

the environment are factored into spreadsheets and location shoots, elimi-

nating Styrofoam cups and generating headlines. Now we just need the ac-

ademic study of cinema to awake from its seemingly risk-free slumber and 

contribute to the debate! It is essential that manufacturers, regulators, and 

scholars establish a broader dialogue about e-waste by advancing regula-

tory options and spurring debate in the midst of new policy-making initia-

tives. Drawing on Beck’s risk analysis, fi lm scholars can relink progressive 

issues that have been decoupled through the beguiling magic of neolib-

eralism; and, borrowing from Latour’s insistence on multivariate analysis, 

they can transcend their idealist methods. Th ey will not be alone—much of 

this work is under way by members of the Environmental Communication 

Network (www.esf.edu/ecn/), for instance.

 And it’s worth the eff ort to rethink the discipline. Since we began talk-

ing about these issues in 2003, we’ve been stunned by the response. We’ve 

seen our op-eds in Latin American newspapers reprinted; school pupils 

rush forward after our talks; graybeards undertake to revise their curricula; 

and indigenous folks get caught up in a critical enthusiasm. None of this 

appears to have compromised their (or our) enjoyment of cinema.

 Scholars outside fi lm are doing marvelous work on the core areas we 

should make our own, such as star studies of environmentalism and the 

impact of documentaries and feature fi lms on audience awareness and un-

derstanding of climate change, while the research we have drawn on to 

reconsider fi lm history virtually all comes from beyond the fi eld and by 

scholars whose work is rarely or never cited by it.

 So each time we write about a fi lm, let’s be alert to the environmen-

tal burden of production practices, attitudes, and technologies—mise-en-

scène has a carbon footprint. Let’s endorse celebrity environmentalism for 

what it is, but move beyond the snide swipes at it from the likes of MSNBC—

which ought to know better because General Electric, which owns it, holds 

the record for carcinogenic polychlorinated biphenyls dumped into U.S. 

waterways. Let’s become more engaged with critical work on technol-

ogy and the environment as a vital area of fi lm studies and its future—let 

our debates about analog versus digital aesthetics also speak of phthalates 

(a poisonous plastic softener), dioxin, and biodiversity. Each time we sup-

port state assistance to the cinema, let’s ask that such a policy also  guarantee 
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ecologically sound production practices and working conditions. And each 

time we go to a movie or watch one at home, let’s remember that our im-

pact as spectators spills over into our air, water, and soil. To do otherwise 

would be . . . unsustainable.
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